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Navigation

• Introduction to JapanKnowledge Lib
• Accessing the databases
• Navigating the search screen
• Example search
JapanKnowledge Lib contents

• Many searchable encyclopedias and dictionaries on Japan and Japanese language.
• Also, some searchable articles, series, and books as well as dictionaries on Korean, Chinese, and a few European languages.
Finding the database list, at asiaportal.info, (1) select AsiaPortal E-resources.

(2) Select Database List and the databases will be listed below.
Selecting JapanKnowledge Lib.
Switch to English
Selecting Contents will show information about all sources referenced.

The Contents box displays number of hits within categories. These act like drop down menus which show number of hits within specific references.

The Media box displays number of hits within media types.

The system allows switch between Japanese and English.

Above each result the source is stated.
A search for 「宮島」 ("Miyajima") in the search field displays results below.
Navigation controls to step between entries within the referenced source.
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Related topics

Works cited and/or referenced